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Abstract
One key function of graphics systems is to present information about the 3-D structure
of modeled environments. For real-time simulations, conveying a sense of contact between touching surfaces and relative position and motion between proximate objects
is particularly critical. Neither stereo nor occlusion cues are completely effective for
such fine judgments. Conventional wisdom often argues that shadows play a critical
role. Less often, it is argued that interreflection also contributes to the sense that two
surfaces are touching. This paper explores the actual utility of shadows and interreflection in signaling contact and suggests how this information can be exploited in
real-time rendering systems to glue objects to surfaces.

1 Introduction
Every opaque body is surrounded and its whole surface enveloped in shadow and light.
– Leonardo da Vinci [1]
Leonardo wrote at length about the relationships between light sources, objects, and shadows. He
also described the phenomenon we now call interreflection. Subsequent work on the part of many
researchers has yielded an effectively complete understanding of the physics of light transport as
it relates to shadows and indirect illumination. More recently, methods have been developed for
computationally simulating light transport with sufficient fidelity to produce physically correct
images of synthetic scenes [2].
While the physics of shadows and interreflections are now well understood, we know much less
about their perceptual effects. One reason for this is the difficulty of constructing controlled experiments involving shadows and indirect illumination. Gilchrist, in discussing how to analyze how
the vision system might decouple illumination, albedo, and luminance, muses about “some sort of
magical filter that could filter out all light that had been reflected off a surface . . . more than once”
[3]. The graphics community now has the tools to provide exactly these sorts of manipulations.
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